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To,  
All Our Funding & Supporting Partners,   
 
Dear All,   
 
At the outset accept our benevolent greetings from all beneficiaries.   

As you all aware of the present Public Health Emergency due to second wave of 

Covid-19 in India and we are living in more than abnormal situation and 

circumstances engulfed with death, despair, chaos, confusion, pain, infection, 

unpeace, unhappiness surroundings on us. This devastation has affected all our life 

and living in every aspect mentally, physically, financially, phycological, spiritually 

so on. The invisible virus has shown us the vulnerability of human race and society 

atleast under present condition in India with hoping against the hope for vaccination 

at the earliest as ultimate measure to mitigate and resilience.     

We may lack resilience but living for self and others is the dire necessity of the hour. 

We need to rise above the Darwin’s theory of “Survival of Fittest” to “Survive for 

All & with All” to win both virus and situation.  

That, during the first wave of Covid-19 last year with all your support, we could able 

to help our beneficiaries and also other effected people with supply of food ration, 

medicine, mask, sanitizer etc. under “Emergency Relief and Response Covid-19 

Programme” .  However, this time the need and requirements are different.  

As Government of India also acknowledge this different need and through their letter 

no. DO.No.M-11011/8/2020-SJE dated 01.05.2021 seeking our intervention and 

partnership in coordination with local administration to complement and reduce the 

intense pressure on existing public health system and support people with this 

different need at such critical time. As we have around 200 staff members and more 

than 2000 beneficiaries from our different projects, hence, in addition of your 

ongoing help to our beneficiaries, it becomes necessary to have our intervention and 

assistance among our beneficiaries on priority basis for this different need and 

subsequently we can explore our help and assistance to others based on most case-to-

case emergency basis. Attaching herewith the letter for perusal and reference.   
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At present in order to mitigate, minimize and protect we need vaccine on urgent and 

immediate basis. Due to shortage, scarcity, huge population and time gap of 

vaccination, we are bound to see the infection uprising anytime in future too. So, we 

seek your urgent help and support for the following immediate need on chronological 

basis. Further, Government of India has totally exempted these items from customs 

duty and any taxes till further notice and the consignment will arrive on most 

emergency and priority basis.  

1. Covid -19 Vaccine. 

2. Remdesivir injection.  

3. Oxygen Concentration Machine, any Oxygen Therapy related equipment 

and device from which oxygen can be generated.    

4. Ventilators, including ventilator with compressors, all accessories and 

tubing.   

5. PPT Kit for seeing after infected people in isolation centers. 

Note : The consignment  must be addressed on the following registered address of the 

organization mentioning / marking “Covid-19 Medical and Materials details”.   

 

Your any enquiry and clarification for these supports will be addressed with most 

emergency basis and apart from email/messages communication, we shall be obliged 

to let you have any further information in this regard in any form. Also, for any 

additional financial assistance we have now the option of online donation through our 

these two domains : (www.trinityfoundation.uk ) and ( www.trinityfoundation.in)   

 

Thanking you with stay safe and stay healthy!  

For & on behalf of  

Trinity Foundation and its Projects.  

 
Biman Raj Chettri 
Founder & CEO 
 
 Encl : As above.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.trinityfoundation.uk/
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